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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, rare�earth ferroborates with the
huntite structure of the general formula RFe3(BO3)4

(R = Y, La–Lu) have attracted increasing attention
due to the discovery of multiferroic properties in these
compounds [1, 2]. The main structural units of rare�
earth ferroborates (space group R32) are helical chains
formed by edge�sharing FeO6 octahedra and oriented
along the c axis. Bonds between the Fe3+ ions along a
chain and between chains are such that the exchange
interaction within the chain is stronger than the inter�
action between the chains. Magnetically, rare�earth
ferroborates are antiferromagnets with two interacting
magnetic subsystems (the subsystem of a rare�earth
element and the subsystem of iron). The iron sub�
system is ordered at the Néel temperature TN = 30–
40 K. The rare�earth subsystem is magnetized by the
f–d interaction and makes a significant contribution
to the magnetic anisotropy and the orientation of
magnetic moments. Rare�earth ferroborates can have
an easy�axis magnetic structure or an easy�plane mag�
netic structure, or, as in the case of ferroborates
GdFe3(BO3)4 and HoFe3(BO3)4, they can undergo a
spontaneous spin�reorientation transition from the
easy�axis state to the easy�plane state with a variation
in the temperature [3, 4]. 

Recent interest expressed in samarium ferroborate
SmFe3(BO3)4 is caused by the fact that, among all fer�
roborates with one type of rare�earth ion, this com�
pound exhibits the strongest magnetoelectric effect [5]
and giant magnetodielectric effect [6]. All information
on spectroscopic, magnetic, resonance, magnetoelec�

tric, and magnetoelastic properties [5–10] indicates
that the magnetic moments of iron ions in
SmFe3(BO3)4 are antiferromagnetically ordered at the
temperature TN = 32 K and lie in the basal ab plane
perpendicular to the c axis of the crystal. Moreover, in
the basal plane, there are magnetic moments of the
samarium ions magnetized by the exchange field of the
iron subsystem. The magnetic moments of iron and
samarium ions, which were obtained in [10] from the
analysis of the neutron diffraction data on
SmFe3(BO3)4 powders by assuming the collinearity of
all magnetic moments, are equal to 4.2 and 0.24 μB at
a temperature of 1.7 K, respectively. 

For the understanding of the role of Sm3+ ions in
the formation of the magnetic structure, spontaneous
polarization, magnetoelectric polarization, and giant
magnetoelectric effect in SmFe3(BO3)4, it is necessary
to perform further investigation and comparative anal�
ysis of ferroborates with the sequential replacement of
samarium ions by other rare�earth elements, in partic�
ular, by a convenient substituting element, namely,
lanthanum. First, lanthanum is a nonmagnetic ele�
ment and, therefore, will have no effect on the mag�
netic anisotropy in Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 crystal. Sec�
ond, among the rare�earth elements, lanthanum has
the largest ionic radius, which can affect the mobility
of cations in a local anion environment and, conse�
quently, will lead to a change in the magnetoelectric
properties. 

This paper presents the results of the investigation
of the magnetic properties of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 (x =
0, 0.5, 0.75) single crystals. Further investigations of
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the spontaneous polarization, giant magnetodielectric
effect, and magnetoelectric polarization will provide
additional information about the mechanisms of mag�
netoelectric coupling in rare�earth ferroborates with
the huntite structure. 

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION 
AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Single crystals of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 ferroborates
were grown from fluxes based on bismuth trimolybdate

Bi2Mo3O12 [11]. The composition of the fluxes in the
quasi�binary form, the concentration n of the crystal�
forming oxides (in accordance with the stoichiometry
of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4), and the coefficients p and q
are presented in Table 1. 

Single crystals were grown in two stages. At the first
stage, crystals with a size of ~1 mm were grown under
spontaneous nucleation conditions. Visually high�
quality crystals were then used as a seed. At the second
stage, crystals were grown on seeds with a decrease in
the temperature so that the growth rate would not
exceed 1 mm/day. At the end of the growth, the crys�
tals were cooled to room temperature at a rate of no
more than 100°C/h. 

The magnetic properties of the grown single crys�
tals were investigated on a Quantum Design PPMS�9
vibrating�sample magnetometer in the temperature
range from 2 to 300 K in magnetic fields up to 9 T. 

The X�ray diffraction analysis was performed at
room temperature on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE X�ray
diffractometer (CuKα radiation) using a powder
obtained by grinding Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 single crys�
tals. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

It is known [4] that, at high temperatures, all crys�
tals of the RFe3(BO3)4 family have a trigonal structure
with space group R32. In compounds with a large ionic
radius (R = La–Sm), this structure remains
unchanged down to low temperatures, whereas com�
pounds with a small ionic radius (R = Eu–Er) undergo
a structural phase transition R32  P3121, the tem�
perature of which increases with a decrease in the
ionic radius [12]. 

It can be expected with high probability that the
doping with lanthanum ions (which have the ionic
radius larger than the ionic radius of Sm3+ ions) will
lead to an effective increase in the radius of the rare�
earth cation as well as to the absence of structural
transition in Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4. The X�ray diffrac�
tion analysis of the Sm0.5La0.5Fe3(BO3)4 and
Sm0.25La0.75Fe3(BO3)4 samples confirmed their phase
purity and also the fact that all the observed reflections
were indexed by one phase of space group R32. The
lattice parameters determined in this work are pre�
sented in Table 2 in comparison with the lattice
parameters taken from [12] for the nominally pure
SmFe3(BO3)4 single crystal. It can be seen from this
table that the lattice parameters increase linearly with
an increase in the concentration of lanthanum ions. 

The temperature dependences of the magnetiza�
tion of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 single crystals with lan�
thanum concentrations x = 0, 0.5, and 0.75 are shown
in Fig. 1. The magnetization was measured in a mag�
netic field of 0.1 T for magnetic field orientations
along the crystallographic axis c (magnetization curves

Table 1. Composition of the fluxes in the quasi�binary form
(100�n) wt % {Bi2Mo3O12 + pB2O3 + q[(1 – x)Sm2O3 +
xLa2O3]} + n wt % Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4

x n p q

0 20 3 0.5

0.5 22 3 0.5

0.75 21 3 0.6

Designations: x is the degree of substitution of La ions for Sm ions;
n is the concentration of crystal�forming oxides (in accordance
with the stoichiometry) in wt %; and p and q are the fitted coeffi�
cients in terms of the number of moles per mole of Bi2Mo3O12.

Table 2. Lattice parameters of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 single
crystals at T = 293 K

Single crystal a, Å c, Å

SmFe3(BO3)4 [12] 9.5663 7.5896

Sm0.5La0.5Fe3(BO3)4 9.5990 7.6167

Sm0.25La0.75Fe3(BO3)4 9.6077 7.6276
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of the magnetization of
Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 single crystals measured in a mag�
netic field of 0.1 T for the magnetic field orientations B || c
and B ⊥ c. 
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M||(T)) and in the basal plane, or along the a axis
(magnetization curves M⊥(T)). In the paramagnetic
region, the magnetization of all three samples is iso�
tropic and obeys the Curie–Weiss law. The experimen�
tally determined paramagnetic Curie temperatures
were found to be equal to Θ1 = –135 K for
SmFe3(BO3)4, Θ2 = –125 K for Sm0.5La0.5Fe3(BO3)4,
and Θ3 = –118 K for Sm0.25La0.75Fe3(BO3)4. The neg�
ative sign indicates the existence of the antiferromag�
netic exchange interaction in the magnetic system. It
can be seen that the absolute value of the paramagnetic
Curie temperature decreases upon the substitution of
nonmagnetic lanthanum ions La3+ for magnetic
samarium ions Sm3+. This suggests that there is an
antiferromagnetic interaction of Sm3+ ions with the
nearest neighbor iron ions Fe3+. 

At temperatures T < TN ~ 35 K, the behavior of the
magnetization for all compositions is not qualitatively
different from the behavior observed earlier in
SmFe3(BO3)4 [5]. With a decrease in the temperature,
the magnetization in the basal plane decreases mono�
tonically, whereas along the c axis, it remains approxi�
mately equal to the value observed at the Néel temper�
ature. This behavior indicates that the magnetic
moments of iron ions Fe3+ are ordered in the basal
plane. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that, with an increase
in the concentration of La3+ ions, the magnetic
moment per formula unit increases, and this increase
is not related to the deviation of the magnetic moment
from the plane, because the magnetization increases
in both directions. 

Figure 2 shows the experimental dependences of
the magnetization on the magnetic field M||(B) and
M⊥(B) for Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 single crystals in the
basal plane (Fig. 2a) and along the c axis (Fig. 2b) at
the temperature T = 2 K. The magnetization curves
measured for all compositions in magnetic fields B >
2 T both in the basal plane and along the trigonal axis
c differ only slightly from each other. This suggests that
the processes of magnetization have the same charac�
ter. The small difference in the magnetizations M||(B)
and M⊥(B) for the same value of the magnetic field
(inset in Fig. 2b) is due to the influence of the mag�
netic uniaxial anisotropy. It can be seen from this fig�
ure that the initial part of the curve M⊥(B) for all com�
positions is nonlinear. Such behavior is observed for all
easy�plane ferroborates. This is associated with the
fact that, in trigonal crystals with the magnetic
moments lying in the basal plane, there are three types
of domains. In the case where the samples are magne�
tized in the basal plane in weak magnetic fields, the
contribution to the magnetization comes from all
three types of domains with the antiferromagnetic axes
directed at an angle of 120° with respect to each other.
In [9], the field dependence of the magnetization
M⊥(B) was calculated in magnetic fields B < 1.5 T. In
particular, it was shown that the processes of magneti�

zation in different directions of the magnetic field in
the basal plane occur in different ways. For the orien�
tation of the magnetic field B || a, it is a spin�flop tran�
sition in a domain with the antiferromagnetic axis
along the a axis, whereas in the magnetic field H || b, it
is the depinning of 30�degree domain walls in a critical
magnetic field. 

It can be seen from Fig. 2a that the weak�field
behavior of the magnetization is different for the com�
positions at different levels of doping with La3+ ions.
This is best seen in the inset to Fig. 2a, which shows
the magnetic susceptibility dM⊥/dB. All the studied
compositions are characterized by different rotations
of domains in the direction of the magnetic field. The
critical fields can be estimated from the position of the
maximum in the curves. As can be seen from the inset
to Fig. 2a, these fields for the compositions with differ�
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Fig. 2. Magnetization curves for Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 sin�
gle crystals at T = 2 K for the magnetic field orientations
(a) B ⊥ c and (b) B || c. The insets show (a) the derivative
of the magnetization with respect to the field as a function
of the magnetic field magnitude for the orientation B ⊥ c
and (b) magnetization curves for the orientations B || c
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ent lanthanum concentrations are as follows: B = 0.8 T
for the composition with x = 0, B = 1.5 T for x = 0.5,
and B = 1 T for x = 0.75. 

As the temperature increases, the behavior of the
field dependences of the magnetization does not qual�
itatively change. The dependence M||(B) is linear over
the entire temperature range (Figs. 3b, 3d). The
dependence M⊥(B) becomes linear below the transi�
tion temperature TN ≈ 35 K (Figs. 3a, 3c). Figure 3
shows the field dependences of the magnetizations
M⊥(B) and M||(B) for the compositions
Sm0.5La0.5Fe3(BO3)4 (Figs. 3a, 3b) and
Sm0.25La0.75Fe3(BO3)4 (Figs. 3c, 3d). 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The above results suggest a paradoxical situation:
the substitution of nonmagnetic ions La3+ for mag�
netic ions Sm3+ in Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 ferroborates
leads to an increase in the magnetic susceptibility. It
seems a bit strange, because if we compare the mag�
netic susceptibilities of SmFe3(BO3)4 and YFe3(BO3)4

(the Y3+ ions, as well as the La3+ ions, are nonmag�
netic), it turns out that the magnetic moment of the
latter compound is less than that of the former com�

pound in the entire measured temperature range and
in magnetic fields up to 5 T. For example, for the ori�
entation B ⊥ c at T = 2 K in a magnetic field of 5 T, the
YFe3(BO3)4 compound has the magnetization M⊥ =
0.58 μB per formula unit [13], whereas SmFe3(BO3)4 at
the same temperature and in the same magnetic field
has the magnetization M⊥ = 0.64 μB (Fig. 3). As the
La3+ ions substitute for the Sm3+ ions, the magnetic
moment becomes even higher. And if we could grow
the stable trigonal phase LaFe3(BO3)4, the magnetic
moment of this compound would be obviously higher
than the magnetic moment of YFe3(BO3)4, even
though the magnetic structure determined only by the
iron sublattice is identical in both compounds. It is
hard to say why this happens. We can only assume that
the difference in the ionic radii of La3+ and Y3+ leads
to a difference in the exchange interactions between
the Fe3+ ions in the sequence Fe–O–Fe or Fe–O–B–
O–Fe due to changes in the overlap integrals of the
wave functions. 

In our opinion, the above�described phenomenon
should be explained by the competition of the d–d and
d–f exchange interactions. The magnetic structure of
rare�earth ferroborates with the huntite structure can
be represented as follows [9] (Fig. 4): the magnetic
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moments of iron ions are combined into two antiferro�
magnetically interacting sublattices, whereas samar�
ium ions are not coupled by the exchange interaction
with each other but antiferromagnetically interact
with the nearest neighbor iron ions that are joined into
one of the sublattices. In order to describe the observed
magnetic properties of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 crystals,
we write the thermodynamic potential at T = 0 K by
ignoring, for simplicity, the anisotropy in the basal
plane: 

(1)

where Fd – d = λd – dM1M2 is the exchange interaction
energy of the iron sublattices; Fd – f = λd – f(M1m1 +
M2m2) is the exchange interaction energy of the iron
sublattice with the samarium sublattice; F1d =

K1d[cos2( ) + cos2( )] and F1f = K1f[cos2( ) +

cos2( )] are the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy ener�
gies of the iron and samarium sublattices, respectively;
and FZ = –H(M1 + M2) – (m1 + m2) is the Zeeman
interaction energy. Here, λd – d and λd – f are the
exchange interaction constants and K1d > 0 and K1f > 0
are the uniaxial anisotropy constants. The magnetic
moments of the ith iron sublattice Mi and the ith
samarium sublattice mi per formula unit are deter�
mined respectively by the formulas 

(2)

where gs = 2 is the g�factor that takes into account only
the spin moment of iron ions, gJ = 2/7 is the Landé
factor for the samarium ion, Si is the operator of the
spin angular momentum of the iron ion, Ji is the oper�
ator of the total angular momentum of the samarium
ion, and x is the concentration of samarium ions. 

Let us consider the case where the external mag�
netic field H is directed along the c axis (Fig. 4a).
Turning to writing the vectors Mi and mi in the spheri�
cal coordinate system and taking into account that the
vectors H, Mi, and mi lie in one plane, we obtain 

(3)

Here, M and m are the magnetic moments of the iron
and samarium sublattices, respectively, and H is the
external magnetic field. 

In order to determine the equilibrium state of the
magnetic structure, we minimize the thermodynamic
potential with respect to the angles. Next, we intro�

duce the following notation:  =  – θFe,  =

F Fd d– Fd f– F1d F1f FZ,+ + + +=
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(Fig. 4a). As a result, we obtain the system of two inde�
pendent equations 

(4a)

(4b)

where Hd = λd – dM, Hf = λd – fM, H1d = 2K1d/M, and
H1f = 2K1f/m. 

Unfortunately, the system of equations (4a) and
(4b) does not have a solution in the analytical form.
Therefore, we will restrict ourselves to the case where
the angles θFe and θSm are small. This assumption is
valid, because, for example, in YFe3(BO3)4, where
there is only the magnetic subsystem of iron, we have
the angle θFe ≈ 2° in a magnetic field of 5 T at 2 K [13].
In this case, we can expand the angles θFe and θSm in a
series by retaining only terms up to the first order of
smallness. As a result, we obtain the following expres�
sions for these angles taking into account that H1d �
Hd and H1f � Hf: 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the magnetic structure
of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 single crystals in the magnetic
field oriented along (a) the c axis and (b) the a axis. 
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(5b)

Similarly, by setting H1d = 0 and H1f = 0 in formula
(3), we can obtain the following expressions for the
angles in the case where the external magnetic field is
directed in the basal plane without anisotropy in the
basal plane: 

(6a)

(6b)

where ϕFe and ϕSm are the angles formed by the vectors
Mi and mi with the x axis, respectively (Fig. 4b). 

The total magnetic moments for the magnetiza�
tions M⊥(B) and M||(B) per formula unit under the

θSm 1
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smallness condition for the angles are determined
respectively by the formulas 

(7)

Let the uniaxial anisotropy energy be denoted as

Heff = H1f + H1d. Using neutron diffraction, the

authors of [10] determined the magnetic moments of
iron and samarium ions as follows: μFe = 4.2 μB and
μSm = 0.24 μB. By setting M = 3μFe and m = xμSm and
varying the parameters Hd, Hf, and Heff, we attempted
to fit the dependences M⊥(B) and M||(B) to the exper�
imental curves according to expressions (7), (6), and
(5). However, any reasonable values of the parameters
Hd, Hf, and Heff could not satisfactorily describe the
magnetization curves. Hence, in addition to these
three parameters, we also varied the magnetic moment
of the samarium ion μSm. 

Figure 5 presents the results of the calculation of
the dependences M⊥(B) and M||(B) in comparison with
the experimental data. The best agreement is achieved
at the following values of the fitting parameters: Hd =
43 T, Hf = 90 T, Heff = –1.2 T, and m = 1.7 μB. The
obtained parameters are somewhat different from the
previously calculated values. For example, in [4], Hd =
64 T and Hf = 30 T, whereas in [9], Hd = 59 T and Hf =
53 T. It should be noted that, in [7], the magnetic field
of the f–d exchange interaction Hf = 94 T was deter�
mined from the splitting of the ground doublet of the
samarium ion Sm3+, which agrees most closely with
our results. 

The negative value of Heff indicates that the magne�
tization M||(B) has higher values than M⊥(B) for the
same temperatures and magnetic fields (inset in
Fig. 2b). The result is unexpected, because the tem�
perature dependences of the magnetization (Fig. 1)
and neutron diffraction data [10] suggests that the
Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 ferroborate is characterized by
the easy�plane anisotropy. This result is difficult to
explain. We can only assume that the observed
decrease in the magnetization, when the magnetic
field is applied in the basal plane, is caused by the pres�
ence of magnetic domains with the antiferromagnetic
axes directed at an angle of 120° with respect to each
other. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Single crystals of rare�earth ferroborates
Sm1 ⎯ xLaxFe3(BO3)4 (x = 0, 0.5, 0.75) were grown by
the flux method using bismuth trimolybdate. The
grown single crystals were investigated using the X�ray
diffraction analysis. The phase purification of the sam�
ples was performed and the lattice parameters were
determined. The magnetic properties of the single
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crystals were investigated in wide ranges of tempera�
tures and magnetic fields. 

It was found that the substitution of nonmagnetic ions
La3+ for magnetic ions Sm3+ in Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 fer�
roborates leads to an increase in the magnetic moment
of the compound. The behavior of the magnetic prop�
erties of the grown single crystals was explained quali�
tatively in the framework of the phenomenological
model. The parameters of d–d and d–f exchange
interactions were estimated. The previously found
field of the f–d exchange interaction Hf = 94 T [7],
which was determined from the splitting of the ground
doublet of the samarium ion Sm3+, agrees very well
with our result Hf = 90 T. This is not true for the field
of the d–d exchange interaction, which was found to
be approximately 1.5 times less than the values esti�
mated in earlier studies [4, 9]. 

We note that there is a need for further investigation
of the magnetic structure of Sm1 – xLaxFe3(BO3)4 crys�
tals. For a full understanding of the whole picture, it is
necessary to perform neutron diffraction investiga�
tions in magnetic fields. 
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